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Coordinated reach-to-grasp movements require precise spatiotemporal synchrony
between proximal forelimb muscles (shoulder, elbow) that transport the hand toward
a target during reach, and distal muscles (wrist, digit) that simultaneously preshape
and orient the hand for grasp. The precise mechanisms through which the redundant
neuromuscular circuitry coordinates reach with grasp, however, remain unclear.
Recently, Geed and Van Kan (2016) demonstrated, using exploratory factor analysis
(EFA), that limited numbers of global, template-like transport/preshape- and grasp-
related muscle components underlie the complexity and variability of intramuscular
electromyograms (EMGs) of up to 21 distal and proximal muscles recorded while
monkeys performed reach-to-grasp tasks. Importantly, transport/preshape- and grasp-
related muscle components showed invariant spatiotemporal coupling, which provides
a potential mechanism for coordinating forelimb muscles during reach-to-grasp
movements. In the present study, we tested whether ensemble discharges of forelimb
neurons in the cerebellar nucleus interpositus (NI) and its target, the magnocellular
red nucleus (RNm), a source of rubrospinal fibers, function as neuronal correlates
of the transport/preshape- and grasp-related muscle components we identified. EFA
applied to single-unit discharges of populations of NI and RNm neurons recorded
while the same monkeys that were used previously performed the same reach-to-
grasp tasks, revealed neuronal components in the ensemble discharges of both NI and
RNm neuronal populations with characteristics broadly similar to muscle components.
Subsets of NI and RNm neuronal components were strongly and significantly cross-
correlated with subsets of muscle components, suggesting that similar functional
units of reach-to-grasp behavior are expressed by NI and RNm neuronal populations
and forelimb muscles. Importantly, like transport/preshape- and grasp-related muscle
components, their NI and RNm neuronal correlates showed invariant spatiotemporal
coupling. Clinical and lesion studies have reported disruption of coupling between
reach and grasp following cerebellar damage; the present results expand on those
studies by identifying a neuronal mechanism that may underlie cerebellar contributions
to spatiotemporal coordination of distal and proximal limb muscles during reaching to
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grasp. We conclude that finding similar functional units of behavior expressed at multiple
levels of information processing along interposito-rubrospinal pathways and forelimb
muscles supports the hypothesis that functionally related populations of NI and RNm
neurons act synergistically in the control of complex coordinated motor behaviors.

Keywords: reach to grasp, cerebellum, magnocellular red nucleus, coordination, nucleus interpositus

INTRODUCTION

Reach-to-grasp movements require precisely coordinated
activation of shoulder, elbow, wrist, and digit muscles such that
while shoulder and elbow muscles transport the hand toward
a target during reach, wrist and digit muscles preshape and
orient the hand for grasp. Psychophysical studies of reach-
to-grasp movements have demonstrated functional coupling
between reach and grasp such that the wrist follows a largely
bell-shaped velocity profile during reach and attains peak
velocity at approximately 70% of the transport trajectory
(Jeannerod, 1984). Peak wrist velocity during the transport
phase coincides in time with attainment of maximal grip
aperture (i.e., distance between the thumb and index finger),
which characterizes hand opening prior to closing the hand
in anticipation of grasp (Jeannerod, 1981, 1984). Furthermore,
perturbation of target location, which directly impacts the
reach, also influences grasp (Paulignan et al., 1991b; Roy et al.,
2006), and perturbation of target size or orientation (Paulignan
et al., 1991a, 1997; Roy et al., 2006), which directly impacts
grasp, also influences the reach. Recently, Geed and Van Kan
(2016) demonstrated, using exploratory factor analysis (EFA),
invariant spatiotemporal coupling between transport/preshape-
and grasp-related components of forelimb muscle activity in
monkeys performing reach-to-grasp tasks, consistent with
the observed functional coupling between reach and grasp
movements.

Reaching to grasp critically depends on cerebellar function.
Cerebellar damage causes a specific breakdown in coupling of
reach and grasp movement components (Bastian and Thach,
1995; Bastian et al., 1996, 2000; Mason et al., 1998; Lang
and Bastian, 1999; Cooper et al., 2000; Rand et al., 2000;
Zackowski et al., 2002). Although cerebellar output targets
many, if not all, neural structures involved in movement
production, its most direct influences are exerted via the
pathway from nucleus interpositus (NI), the sole output of
intermediate cerebellum, to the magnocellular red nucleus
(RNm). RNm receives its dominant input from NI (Humphrey
and Rietz, 1976; Kennedy et al., 1986; Houk et al., 1988),
and RNm neurons terminate as rubrospinal fibers on spinal
interneurons, or directly on motoneurons that innervate digit
muscles (Kuypers et al., 1962; Lawrence and Kuypers, 1968a,b;
Kuypers, 1982; McCurdy et al., 1987; Holstege et al., 1988;
Ralston et al., 1988; McCurdy et al., 1992). In keeping with
influences on distal limb muscles, rubrospinal fibers show
promise for prehensile recovery following stroke (Carmel et al.,
2013; Takenobu et al., 2014), and following experimental lesions
of the pyramidal tract in monkeys (Belhaj-Saif and Cheney,
2000). Therefore, studying the role of interposito-rubrospinal

(NI-RNm) circuitry in the control of coordinated reach-to-
grasp movements is not only important for understanding
cerebellar function in general but is also important for potential
neuromodulation and rehabilitation post-stroke, which is in
line with recent investigations in other subcortical pathways
(Baker, 2011; Bradnam et al., 2013; Cunningham et al.,
2015).

Although a mechanistic understanding of how NI-RNm
circuits contribute to control of spatiotemporal coordination
of reach and grasp movement components has remained
elusive, several lines of evidence indicate that NI-RNm circuitry
is important to this process. First, forelimb NI and RNm
neurons discharge consistently and at high rates when monkeys
reach to grasp objects (NI: Gibson et al., 1994; Van Kan
et al., 1994; Van Kan and McCurdy, 2001, 2002a,b), RNm:
(Gibson et al., 1994; Van Kan et al., 1994; Van Kan and
McCurdy, 2001, 2002a,b), and the high discharge rates of
NI and RNm neurons are associated with coordinating the
hand in the context of whole-limb reaching movements (Miller
et al., 1993; Van Kan et al., 1994; Van Kan and McCurdy,
2001). Second, behavioral studies indicate that lesioning or
inactivating NI or RNm (NI: Mason et al., 1998; Cooper et al.,
2000); RNm: (Sybirska and Gorska, 1980; Gibson et al., 1994)
profoundly and specifically affect coordination of reach and
grasp movement components. Third, anatomical investigations
have demonstrated that NI-RNm circuitry projects (through
rubrospinal pathways) to interneuronal and motoneuronal pools
that innervate forelimb muscles crucial for coordinated reach-
to-grasp movements (Kuypers et al., 1962; Lawrence and
Kuypers, 1968a,b; Kuypers, 1982; McCurdy et al., 1987; Holstege
et al., 1988; Ralston et al., 1988; McCurdy et al., 1992).
The combined results of electrophysiological, behavioral, and
anatomic studies support strongly the hypothesis that NI-RNm
circuitry serves as a potential neuronal correlate of reaching to
grasp.

The primary objective of the current study was to test
whether EFA, applied to ensembles of single-unit discharges
of populations of NI and RNm neurons recorded while the
same monkeys that were used previously (Geed and Van Kan,
2016) performed the same reach-to-grasp tasks, would reveal
neuronal components with characteristics broadly similar to
the muscle components identified. Our results demonstrate that
EFA did indeed reveal 5–7 NI or RNm neuronal components
in each monkey, which, while explaining a large proportion
of the variance in the ensemble discharges of the NI and
RNm neurons recorded, showed significant correlations with
the transport/preshape- or grasp-related muscle components
identified. Importantly, in both NI and RNm populations,
invariant spatiotemporal coupling between transport/preshape-
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and grasp-related neuronal components closely resembled the
coupling observed between transport/preshape- and grasp-
related muscle components. The results of the present study
significantly strengthen our hypothesis that the combined
output from NI-RNm circuitry reflects a neuronal correlate of
the functional coupling between reach and grasp movement
components.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Two rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta, male, 7–10 kg) were
trained to perform reach-to-grasp movements. Animal care
and experimental procedures complied with the United States
Public Health Service Policy on Humane Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals, conformed to the National Institutes of
Health, “Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals,”
and were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and
Use Committee of the University of Wisconsin – Madison.
A more detailed description of behavioral paradigms, surgical
implantation of EMG electrodes, and data collection procedures
has been provided in earlier publications (Van Kan and McCurdy,
2001, 2002a). Brief reports of these results have appeared in
abstract form (Geed et al., 2011, 2013).

Experimental Protocol
The two monkeys (W, B) performed reach-to-grasp tasks with
their right forelimb while seated upright in a primate chair
with their backs and feet supported. A neck collar and waist
plate loosely restrained the animals while seated. The reaching
forelimb and head were unrestrained. The animals were trained
to reach and grasp a cereal reward (Kellogg’s R© Froot Loops R©

Cereal, thickness: ∼6 mm; diameter: ∼19 mm) using either a
precision or whole-hand grasp from a target assembly located
in the parasagittal plane through the shoulder of the animal’s
reaching limb, 56◦ above the horizontal plane through the
shoulder. The cereal reward was dispensed in a horizontally
oriented narrow slot (height: 6 mm, width: 25 mm, depth:
25 mm), which necessitated apposition of the index finger and
thumb in a precision grasp, or a 50-ml glass beaker (clear,
diameter: 32 mm, tilted at a 45◦ angle toward the animal),
which required concerted use of all digits in a whole-hand
grasp.

A typical reach-to-grasp trial began with the animal holding a
handle at the waist for a variable inter-trial interval of 3-5 s, which
minimized anticipatory muscle activity prior to movement onset.
During the inter-trial interval, the animal received water reward
for holding the handle steady at the waist. To initiate a reaching
movement, a computer-controlled air cylinder dispensed the
cereal reward into either the beaker or narrow slot, and a light-
emitting diode (LED) next to the receptacle with the cereal
reward lit up cueing the animal to initiate its reach-to-grasp
movement as well as instructing whether to reach to the beaker
(for whole-hand grasp) or slot (for precision grasp). Upon
illumination of the LED, the monkey released the handle at the
start location, reached toward the target assembly, retrieved the
cereal reward from the beaker or slot as instructed, returned its

hand to the mouth to eat the cereal reward, and finally, moved
its hand back to the starting position to grasp the handle. The
next trial was initiated following the variable inter-trial interval.
The cereal reward was presented in the narrow slot or beaker in
a pseudorandom fashion, controlled by custom software running
in LabVIEW (National Instruments, LabVIEW 7.1).

Data Recording and Preprocessing
Behavioral event time data, intramuscular EMGs, and single-unit
discharges from RNm and NI neurons were recorded in both
monkeys. EMG recording sessions were carried out separately
from the single-unit recording sessions although EMGs and
neuronal data were recorded from the same two monkeys
performing the same reach-to-grasp tasks.

Behavioral Event Markers
Behavioral event times were recorded with contact sensors on the
handle at the starting location, on the slot, and on the beaker’s
rim at the target locations. Reach onset and offset were defined as
the times of breaking contact with the handle and making contact
with the slot or beaker, respectively. Grasp onset and offset were
defined as the times of making and breaking contact with the
slot or beaker, respectively. Behavioral event times were used to
normalize the durations of transport and grasp intervals over
trials and to align trials.

Intramuscular Electromyograms (EMGs)
The complete sets of muscles implanted in both monkeys, as
well as the frequency of recording sessions in a given muscle is
shown in Table 1. We recorded activity from 14 (monkey W) and
20 (monkey B) forelimb muscles in sets of 9 muscles/recording
session on different days in close succession while the monkeys
performed precision and whole-hand reach-to-grasp tasks. EMG
signals were rectified, integrated (time constant: 10 ms), band-
pass filtered (30 Hz – 3 kHz), and digitized at 167 Hz by A/D
computer inputs (CED 1401 plus, Cambridge Electrical Design).
Rectified, integrated, and band-pass filtered EMG signals were
low-pass filtered using a fourth-order zero-lag Butterworth filter
with a cut-off frequency of 15 Hz.

Neural Recordings
Discharges of forelimb RNm and NI neurons were recorded
with epoxylite-coated tungsten microelectrodes (exposed tip of
microelectrodes: 15–25 µm) as monkeys performed the precision
or whole-hand reach-to-grasp tasks. We recorded from 33 and
34 forelimb RNm neurons in monkey W and monkey B,
respectively; and from 30 and 48 forelimb NI neurons in monkey
W and monkey B, respectively. Microelectrodes were inserted
through the dura mater with a microdrive (Narishige MO-97),
modified to include a stainless-steel guide tube assembly, which
allowed the microelectrode tip to traverse the dura without being
damaged. The microdrive was covered by a lightweight cylinder
(diameter: 100 mm), which prevented the animal access to the
microdrive. Single-unit discharges were monitored visually on
an oscilloscope, filtered (half-amplitude band-pass at 100 Hz
and 10 kHz ± 3dB), and fed into a window discriminator
circuit that produced a standard pulse for each action potential.
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TABLE 1 | Forelimb muscles recorded in each monkey.

Muscle Abbreviation Recording frequency

Monkey W Monkey B

Digits Extensor digitorum communis EDC 7/7 3/5

Extensor digitorum two and three ED23 3/5

Extensor digitorum four and five ED45 2/7∗ 1/5

Flexor digitorum superficialis FDS 6/7 1/5

Flexor digitorum profundus FDP 3/7 2/5

Extensor pollicis longus EPL 1/5

Abductor pollicis longus APL 7/7 2/5

Palmaris longus PL 3/7 3/5

Wrist Extensor carpii radialis ECR 6/7 3/5

Extensor carpii ulnaris ECU 3/5

Flexor carpii radialis FCR 6/7 3/5

Flexor carpii ulnaris FCU 2/7 4/5

Elbow Brachioradialis BR 2/5

Biceps BIC 2/7 2/5

Triceps TRI 4/7 2/5

Shoulder Acromion deltoid AcDLT 5/7 2/5

Spino deltoid SpDLT 4/7 2/5

Cleido deltoid ClDLT 2/5

Pectoralis PEC 4/7 2/5

Teres major TM 2/5

Latissimus dorsii LAT 2/7

EMGs were recorded in 12 sessions (1 session/day) over a 2–3-week period. Seven sessions were conducted in monkey W, 5 in monkey B. In a given session, EMGs
of combinations of 9 muscles were recorded simultaneously. Numerical entries indicate recording frequency, i.e., (number of sessions in which EMGs of a given muscle
were recorded) / (total number of sessions). ∗EMGs of ED45 in monkey W were not included in the analyses because of technical difficulties. EMGs, intramuscular
electromyograms.

Discriminated pulses were used as computer clock triggers to
collect interspike intervals with 100-µs precision. Figure 1B
shows representative spike trains recorded from an individual
RNm neuron over 12 reach-to-grasp trials of the precision task
in monkey W.

Data Preprocessing
Each neuron’s discharge frequency was computed from the
interspike interval record by averaging the neuron’s discharge
rate over consecutive 6-ms periods taking into account fractional
interspike intervals. Task-related modulations in discharge rate
during individual trials were quantified by calculating the average
discharge rate over a 100-ms window that was moved, 6 ms at
a time, between the times of reach onset and grasp offset. This
created a record of the neuron’s discharge frequency throughout
the reach-to-grasp trial. Figure 1A shows records of discharge
frequency computed from neural spikes recorded from a single
RNm neuron recorded over 12 reach-to-grasp trials. Additional
time intervals of 500 ms preceding reach onset, and 250 ms
following grasp offset were also included to account for neural
activity before reach onset and during the early part of the hand’s
return to the mouth.

Outlier Removal
Trials with outlier durations of the transport or grasp phase were
removed using Rosner’s Many Outliers Procedure (Rosner, 1983).
A trial was removed if the duration of either the transport or grasp

phase was determined to be an outlier. Most outlier trials had
unusually long durations. The number of reach-to-grasp trials
removed from EMGs ranged from 0/40 (0%) to 6/44 (13.6%) in
monkey B, and from 1/87 (1.1%) to 6/84 (7.1%) in monkey W.
The number of reach-to-grasp trials removed from RNm data
ranged from 8/223 (3.6%) in monkey B to 21/187 (11.2%) in
monkey W. The number of outlier trials removed in NI data
ranged from 40/741 (5.4%) in monkey B to 21/209 (10%) in
monkey W.

Trial Alignment
The transport and the grasp phase of each trial was time
normalized to the mean duration of transport or grasp phase in
a given monkey. Time-normalized trials were aligned on reach
onset and averaged across trials. Thus, all precision reach-to-
grasp data from different EMG recording sessions were averaged
across trials to give a single dataset with time-normalized, trial-
averaged values of the activation amplitudes of 14 muscles in
monkey W (or 20 muscles in monkey B). Similarly, there was a
single dataset with time-normalized, trial-averaged values of the
33 RNm neurons, and 30 NI neurons in monkey W (or 34 RNm
neurons, and 48 NI neurons in monkey B). Each of the EMG,
RNm, and NI datasets were standardized to have zero mean
and unit standard deviation as required for subsequent factor
analysis. Figure 1C shows the time-normalized, trial-averaged,
standardized activity of a representative set of RNm neurons.
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FIGURE 1 | Sequence of steps for extracting neuronal components by applying EFA to ensembles of single-unit discharges of NI and RNm neurons.
(A) Records of discharge frequency of a single RNm neuron, computed from interspike intervals, are overplotted for 12 representative reach-to-grasp trials of the
precision task in monkey W. Records are aligned on reach onset (Time 0, vertical line). (B) Spike-raster of neural discharge showing the same 12 reach-to-grasp
trials as in (A). (C) Records of discharge frequency of each neuron were time normalized, standardized, and trial-averaged to yield a dataset of the population of
neurons with n = 1, 2, . . . n (here n = 33). EFA with varimax factor rotation was applied to the correlation matrix of this neuronal dataset to derive a low-dimensional
representation of the data. (D) A limited number of neuronal components was retained following EFA. Behavioral event times are indicated by vertical lines in (C,D):
reach onset, reach offset/grasp onset, grasp offset respectively.
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Data Analysis
Exploratory Factor Analysis on Muscle and Neuronal
Data
Exploratory factor analysis with varimax factor rotation was
applied to the correlation matrices of time-normalized, trial-
averaged, standardized EMGs, RNm, and NI data separately
to derive a low-dimensional representation of the data. The
low-dimensional representation retained the variance of muscle
or neuronal data while allowing for computationally simpler
comparisons between groups of 14 or 20 muscles, and the
combined output of 33 or 34 RNm neurons, and 30 or 48 NI
neurons in monkey W and monkey B, respectively.

The goal of applying EFA is to represent “D” number of
muscles (or neurons in case of neuronal components) as a linear
combination of N components with N < D such that:

m(t) =
N∑

i= 1

ci(t)wi

Here m(t) is a D-dimensional vector that specifies the
activation of each muscle (or neuron) at time t. ci(t), referred to
as the component’s temporal scaling coefficient is a time-varying
scaling coefficient for the i-th component. wi (D × N matrix)
represents the weighting coefficients of the i-th component, the
relative strength of activation of the muscle (or neuron) in
a given component. The weighting coefficients range between
+1 and −1, with strong increased activation of a muscle (or
neuron) in the component represented by a value close to +1
and strong decreased activation represented by a value close to
−1. ci(t), which is a (N × t) matrix, represents the time-varying
temporal scaling coefficient of the i-th component throughout
the reach-to-grasp movement. Figure 1D shows the temporal
scaling coefficients from a representative set of RNm neuronal
components.

The number of muscle or neuronal components to retain
following EFA was based on (1) Kaiser criteria (Kaiser, 1974),
and (2) Scree plot of the extracted components and amounts of
variance explained (Cattell, 1966). The combined criteria ensured
that the components retained in the factor analysis contributed
to meaningful interpretation of muscle and neuronal activity in
the context of reaching to grasp, and captured a sizable amount
of variance in the data whereas components that accounted for
relatively small contributions to the variance of the collected
sample were excluded. EFA was carried out using SPSS version
20 (SPSS IBM, New York).

Characterizing the Functional Contributions of
Muscle Components
Detailed criteria for characterizing a muscle component as
predominantly transport/preshape- or grasp-related have been
described previously (Geed and Van Kan, 2016). Briefly, a muscle
component was characterized as either transport/preshape- or
grasp-related based on the combination of two criteria: (1)
combinations of muscles showing weighting coefficient values
greater than 0.4 (wi > 0.4), and (2) timing of maximal
contribution of the temporal scaling coefficient during the
reach-to-grasp trial. Cross-referencing the temporal scaling

coefficients with weighting coefficients is critical to determine
the functional contribution of a given muscle component
because the weighting coefficients reflect the relative ratios of
activation of a combination of muscles in the component, and
the temporal scaling coefficients reflect the activation profile of
the combination of muscles in a component over time. Taken
together, the weighting and temporal scaling coefficients indicate
a component’s functional contribution during reach-to-grasp
movements. Based on these criteria, cross-referencing showed
that muscle components 1 and 2 contributed predominantly
during the transport/preshape phase in both monkeys. Muscle
components 3 and 4 (4 only in monkey W) contributed
predominantly during grasp in both monkeys.

Comparison of Neuronal and Muscle Components
The cross-correlation function was used to compare temporal
scaling coefficients of muscle components with RNm and NI
neuronal components. We hypothesized that if NI and RNm
discharges represent neuronal correlates of coordinated reach-
to-grasp muscle activity, we would find broad similarities
between the temporal scaling coefficients of muscle, RNm,
and NI components. Pair-wise cross-correlation magnitudes
between each of the muscle-RNm, and muscle-NI component
pairs were computed using Matlab R© (MathWorks). The highest
cross-correlation magnitude within a predefined −50 to +30
normalized time-bin window defined the best-matching muscle-
neuronal component pair. The next highest cross-correlation
defined the next best-matching muscle-neuronal component pair
and so on, until there were no more unpaired components left in
either the neuronal or muscle datasets.

Negative cross-correlation lags signify that a neuronal
component occurs earlier than the muscle component on
the normalized time scale, whereas positive lags signify that
a neuronal component lags the muscle component on the
normalized time scale. The loss of the absolute durations of
individual trials was a drawback of time normalizing each trial
for further analysis to compare the forelimb muscle activity
and neuronal activities in low-dimensional space; however, we
predefined a relative duration of −50 to +30 bins as the relevant
time-window for meaningful neuronal-muscle signal interaction.
This duration was chosen in accordance with Miller et al. (1993),
who have reported that relatively analogous time lag windows
(−150 to 200 ms) capture approximately 85% of the significant
cross-correlation peaks between activity of single RNm neurons
and EMGs recorded during free-form forelimb movements in
monkeys. Before time normalization, each bin represented 6-
ms worth of EMG or neuronal data, and so our predefined
time window of −50 to +30 bins of normalized time captures
the majority of the neuronal-muscle interactions of interest.
We considered relatively short positive lags as meaningful too
because small positive lags may signify parallel descending
inputs to muscle components, to which NI-RNm components
contribute only partially or at particular times during the entire
duration of the reach-to-grasp movement.

Significance tests for cross-correlations are not well defined.
Therefore, Monte Carlo simulations were used to determine
the probability that the cross-correlation peak at a given time
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lag would occur by chance. The muscle component signal
was randomly shuffled, and cross-correlations were computed
between this randomly shuffled muscle component signal and
the neuronal component signal. This process was repeated 10,000
times for each muscle-neuronal component pair to generate
a distribution of peak cross-correlation values between the
10,000 randomly shuffled muscle components and the neuronal
component. The 0.5th and 99.5th percentiles for this distribution
served as the upper and lower bounds of significance for the
cross-correlation (i.e., p ≤ 0.01). If peak cross-correlations
between muscle and neuronal components occurred due to
chance, values would fall between the upper and lower bounds;
however, statistically significant cross-correlation values would
be outside the confidence interval allowing us to reject the
null hypothesis that muscle and neuronal components were
uncorrelated. Significance testing of the cross-correlations using
Monte Carlo simulations was performed offline using custom
programs in MATLAB R© (MathWorks).

Temporal Coupling between Transport/Preshape-
and Grasp-Related Neuronal Correlates
Transport/preshape- and grasp-related muscle components
show invariant spatiotemporal coupling during reach-to-grasp
movements irrespective of the type of grasp or the target
location in the workspace (Geed and Van Kan, 2016). The
time of peak activation of the transport/preshape-related muscle
component occurs simultaneously with the time of peak slope of
activation of the grasp-related muscle component. In the present
study, we tested the hypothesis that NI and RNm components
represent the neuronal correlates of the invariant spatiotemporal
coupling between transport/preshape- and grasp-related muscle
components. Slope (M) of the grasp-related component was
computed using the following equation,

M =
(y2 − y1)

(x2 − x1)

where (x1, y1), and (x2, y2) are points on the grasp-related
component of interest. A paired-samples t-test was used
to determine if the NI and RNm neuronal correlates of
the transport/preshape- and grasp-related muscle components
showed similar functional coupling as reported for muscle
components.

RESULTS

Two monkeys performed reach-to-grasp tasks that required
either a precision or whole-hand grasp to retrieve cereal reward.
This report is based on single-unit discharges of task-related
forelimb NI and magnocellular red nucleus (RNm) neurons (NI:
n = 30 and n = 48, RNm: n = 33 and n = 34, in monkey W and
monkey B, respectively), and intramuscular EMGs of forelimb
muscles (n = 14 and n = 20 in monkey W and monkey B,
respectively, Table 1). Data from the RNm neurons have been
included in previous reports (Van Kan and McCurdy, 2001,
2002a,b). EMGs included in the present report are a subset of
those included in Geed and Van Kan (2016). EMGs were recorded

during reach-to-grasp movements to only one target location
(“up”) of the four locations included in the previous report.

For each task condition, EFA was used to determine whether a
limited number of components is able to explain a large amount
of variance in the ensemble discharges of the NI and RNm
neurons of our sample. Scree plots (Figure 2, left ordinates, black)
show the progressive decrease in eigenvalues of extracted factors
as the number of factors selected increases. The first 7 factors
(NI, Figure 2A) or 5 factors (RNm, Figure 2B) extracted had
eigenvalues > 1, which fulfills the Kaiser criteria for retaining
factors as components (see Materials and Methods). Plots of
percent variance accounted for (% VAF) as a function of the
number of factors (Figure 2, right ordinates, red) demonstrate
that the first 7 components (NI, Figure 2A) or 5 components
(RNm, Figure 2B) accounted for >85% of the variance in the
ensemble discharges of NI and RNm neurons for both precision
(solid lines) and whole-hand tasks (dotted lines). Table 2
summarizes % VAF by NI and RNm neuronal components,
and muscle components. Percent VAF by muscle components
was taken from Geed and Van Kan (2016). Supplementary
Table 1 shows cumulative variances accounted for by each of the
neuronal and muscle components in the two monkeys during
precision and whole-hand tasks. In summary, EFA revealed that
7-5 NI and RNm neuronal components accounted for >85% of
the variance in ensemble discharges of the NI and RNm neurons
of our sample, and 4–6 muscle components accounted for >85%
of the variance in EMGs of the forelimb muscles we sampled.

Neuronal Correlates of Muscle
Components
In a recent study, Geed and Van Kan (2016) reported that muscle
components extracted using EFA were functionally aligned
with transport/preshape- or grasp-related aspects of reach-to-
grasp movements. In the following sections, we demonstrate
similarities in characteristics of the NI, RNm, and muscle
components we identified. Pairwise cross-correlations quantified
similarities between temporal scaling coefficients ci(t) of the
best-matching NI and RNm neuronal components and those of
their corresponding transport/preshape- or grasp-related muscle
components. Of note, each muscle component contributed
throughout the reach-to-grasp movement; however, components
were characterized as mainly transport/preshape- or grasp-
related in order to simplify the expression of muscle activity of up
to 21 forelimb muscles, and to evaluate relations between muscle
components and neuronal components extracted from ensemble
discharges of NI and RNm neurons.

Neuronal Correlates of Transport/Preshape-Related
Muscle Components
Figure 3 shows correlations between the best-matching NI
and RNm neuronal components and transport/preshape-related
muscle component 1. Muscle component 1 increased activity
at or prior to reach onset, attained peak amplitude during the
transport/preshape phase prior to (Figure 3B, monkey W) or
at the time the hand made contact with the target (Figure 3F,
monkey B), and sharply decreased activity during the latter half
of the transport/preshape phase (Figure 3B) or early in the grasp
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FIGURE 2 | Eigenvalues and percent variance accounted for (%VAF) of NI (A) and RNm (B) neuronal components in Monkey W. Scree plots (left ordinates,
black) illustrate the progressive decrease in eigenvalues of extracted neuronal components as the number of components selected increases. The first 7 (in NI) or 5
(in RNm) components had eigenvalues > 1, which fulfills the Kaiser criteria for retaining factors as components. The “elbow” in the Scree plots (dashed, vertical blue
lines) marks the cut off for retaining the first 7 (NI) or 5 (RNm) factors as neuronal components. Plots of %VAF (right ordinates, red) as a function of the number of
factors demonstrate that the first 7 (or 5 in RNm) accounted for >85% of the variance in NI or RNm data. Solid lines show data for the precision task, dotted lines
show data for the whole-hand task.

TABLE 2 | Variance accounted for by NI, RNm, and muscle components.

Monkey W Monkey B

Whole-hand Precision Whole-hand Precision

NI 89.7 (7) 90.4 (7) 92.9 (6) 93.4 (7)

RNm 87.0 (6) 85.0 (5) 91.9 (6) 89.9 (5)

Muscle 90.1 (4) 86.9 (4) 93.0 (6) 91.8 (5)

Values represent percent variance accounted for (% VAF) by the number of
components (n) in parentheses.

phase (Figure 3F). Component 1 was characterized by strong
contributions from proximal muscles with coactivation of wrist
and digit muscles (Figure 3A, monkey W; Figure 3E, monkey B).

The best-matching NI components (NI component 1 in
monkey W; NI component 3 in monkey B) were strongly
correlated with transport/preshape-related muscle component 1
in both animals (Figure 3C, r = 0.62, precision task in monkey
W; Figure 3G, r = 0.78, whole-hand task in monkey B). The
best-matching NI components explained 23.2 and 19.9% of the
variance in the ensemble discharges of the 30 and 48 forelimb
NI neurons in monkey W and monkey B, respectively. The
best matching RNm components (component 2 in monkey W,
precision task; and component 1 in monkey B, whole-hand
task) were strongly correlated with transport/preshape-related
muscle component 1 (Figure 3D, r = 0.83, precision task in
monkey W; Figure 3H, r = 0.83, whole-hand task in monkey B).
RNm component 2 explained 24.3% and component 1 explained
26.8% of the variance in the ensemble discharges of the 33
and 34 forelimb RNm neurons in monkey W and monkey B,
respectively.

Figure 4 shows correlations between the best-matching NI
and RNm neuronal components and transport/preshape-related
muscle component 2. Muscle component 2 (Figure 4B, monkey

W; Figure 4G, monkey B) attained peak activation amplitude
during the transport/preshape phase and sharply decreased
activity around grasp onset. A second, relatively smaller peak
of activation was attained in the latter third of the grasp phase
or early during the return phase when the hand moved back
to the mouth to ingest the food reward. Muscle component 2
showed combined activity of shoulder, wrist, and digit muscles
(Figure 4A, monkey W; Figure 4F, monkey B).

The best matching NI neuronal components (NI component
4 in monkey W; NI component 1 in monkey B) were strongly
correlated with transport/preshape-related muscle component 2
(Figure 4C, r = 0.73, precision task in monkey W; Figure 4H,
r = 0.76, whole-hand task in monkey B). The best-matching
NI components explained 11.3%, and 29.2% of the variance
in the ensemble discharges of the 30 and 48 forelimb NI
neurons recorded in monkey W and monkey B, respectively.
The best matching RNm components (RNm components 3
and 4 in monkey W; RNm component 5 in monkey B) were
moderately correlated with transport/preshape-related muscle
component 2 (Figure 4D, r = 0.52; Figure 4E, r = 0.41). The
RNm neuronal components explained 12.4% and 8.7% of the
variance in the ensemble discharges of the 33 RNm neurons in
monkey W. RNm component 5 in monkey B was moderately
correlated with transport/preshape-related muscle component 2
(Figure 4I, r = 0.51, whole-hand task) and explained 11.1% of
the variance in the ensemble discharges of the 34 RNm neurons
in monkey B.

In summary, a considerable amount of variance in the
ensemble discharges within both the NI and RNm populations
was directed toward transport/preshape-related aspects of reach-
to-grasp movements in both animals during performance of both
tasks. In addition, the transport/preshape-related NI and RNm
neuronal components showed strong to moderate correlations
with the transport/preshape-related muscle components.
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FIGURE 3 | Best-matching NI and RNm neuronal correlates of transport/preshape-related muscle component 1. (A,E) Weighting coefficients of
transport/preshape-related muscle component 1 in precision (A) and whole-hand (E) task in monkey W and monkey B, respectively. (B,F) Temporal scaling
coefficients of transport/preshape-related muscle component 1. Temporal scaling coefficients shown in (B,F) specify activation of all muscles included in the muscle
component according to their corresponding weighting coefficients shown in (A,E), respectively. (C,G) Temporal scaling coefficients of the NI components that best
matched with transport/preshape-related muscle component 1 shown in (B,F), respectively. (D,H) Temporal scaling coefficients of the RNm components that best
matched with transport/preshape-related muscle component 1 shown in (B,F) respectively. Cross-correlation magnitude between NI or RNm and muscle
components is indicated by r. Behavioral event times are indicated by vertical lines: reach onset, reach offset/grasp onset, grasp offset respectively. Ordinate scales
are arbitrary but uniform throughout. Time scale is normalized (0–1) across neuronal and EMG reach-to-grasp data to allow neuronal-muscle comparisons.

Neuronal Correlates of Grasp-Related Muscle
Components
Figure 5 shows correlations between the best-matching RNm and
NI neuronal components and grasp-related muscle component 3.
Grasp-related muscle component 3 attained peak amplitude early
in the grasp phase, near the time the hand contacted the target,
and remained active at a relatively high amplitude throughout the
first two-thirds (Figure 5B, precision task in monkey W) or first
half (Figure 5F, whole-hand task in monkey B) of the grasp phase.
Grasp-related muscle component 3 included combinations of
proximal and distal muscles: EDC, FDP, AcDLT, and SpDLT in
monkeyW (Figure 5A, precision task) and various wrist and digit

flexor and extensor muscles in combination with BR in monkey B
(Figure 5E, whole-hand task).

The best matching NI neuronal components (NI component
2 in both monkeys) were strongly correlated with grasp-related
muscle component 3 in both monkeys (Figure 5C, r = 0.79,
precision task in monkey W; Figure 5G, r = 0.76, whole-
hand task in monkey B). The best matching NI neuronal
components accounted for 19.6 and 20.3% of the variance
in the ensemble discharges of the 30 and 48 NI neurons in
monkey W and monkey B, respectively. The best matching
RNm neuronal component in monkey W (RNm component 1)
was strongly correlated with grasp-related muscle component
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FIGURE 4 | Best-matching NI and RNm neuronal correlates of transport/preshape-related muscle component 2. (A,F) Weighting coefficients of
transport/preshape-related muscle component 2 in precision (A) and whole-hand (F) task in monkey W and monkey B, respectively. (B,G) Temporal scaling
coefficients of transport/preshape-related muscle component 2. Temporal scaling coefficients shown in (B,G) specify activation of all muscles included in the muscle
component according to their corresponding weighting coefficients shown in (A,F), respectively. (C,H) Temporal scaling coefficients of the NI components that best
matched with transport/preshape-related muscle component 2 shown in (B,G), respectively. (D,E,I) Temporal scaling coefficients of the RNm components that best
matched with transport/preshape-related muscle component 2 shown in (B,G) respectively. Format as in Figure 3.

3 (Figure 5D, r = 0.87), whereas correlations were moderate
in monkey B (Figure 5H, r = 0.52). The best matching RNm
components accounted for 32.8 and 12.8% of the variance in the
ensemble discharges of the 33 and 34 forelimb RNm neurons
in monkey W and monkey B, respectively. Thus, grasp-related
components of NI and RNm neuronal populations showed strong
to moderate correlations with grasp-related muscle component 3
in both monkeys but explained relatively variable amounts of the
variance in the ensemble discharges of RNm versus NI neurons.

Higher-Order Muscle Components
Figure 6 illustrates correlations between best matching neuronal
components and higher-order muscle components. Grasp-
related muscle component 4 was identified in both precision and

whole-hand tasks in monkey W and included wrist and digit
flexors (Figure 6A). The temporal scaling coefficient (Figure 6B)
was characterized by a sharp and brief peak in the pre-movement
phase when the monkey grasped the device handle prior to
reach onset. A second, smaller peak occurred at grasp onset,
and a third rapid increase in amplitude occurred during the
return phase when the monkey, having grasped the cereal
reward, started to move the hand toward the mouth in order
to ingest the cereal reward. The best-matching NI component
was moderately correlated (Figure 6C, r = 0.46) and accounted
for 2.5% of the variance in ensemble discharges of the 30
forelimb NI neurons in monkey W. No best-matching RNm
neuronal correlate of grasp-related muscle component 4 was
identified.
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FIGURE 5 | Best-matching NI and RNm neuronal correlates of grasp-related muscle component 3. (A,E) Weighting coefficients of grasp-related muscle
component 3 in precision (A) and whole-hand (E) task in monkey W and monkey B respectively. (B,F) Temporal scaling coefficients of grasp-related muscle
component 3. Temporal scaling coefficients shown in (B,F) specify activation of all muscles included in the muscle component according to their corresponding
weighting coefficients shown in (A,E), respectively. (C,G) Temporal scaling coefficient of the NI components that best matched with grasp-related muscle
component 3 shown in (B,F), respectively. (D, H) Temporal scaling coefficient of the RNm components that best matched with grasp-related muscle component 3
shown in (B,F), respectively. Format as in Figure 3.

Muscle components 4 and 5 in monkey B were not
formally classified as transport/preshape- or grasp-related
given our predefined criteria for selection of a factor as
a muscle component (eigenvalue > 1, scree-plot criteria;

Geed and Van Kan, 2016). Nevertheless, these components
were compared with neuronal components extracted from the
ensemble discharges of NI or RNm neurons because previous
studies have reported that higher-order muscle components carry
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FIGURE 6 | Best-matching NI and RNm neuronal correlates of higher-order muscle components. (A) Weighting coefficients of grasp-related muscle
component 4 in precision task in monkey W. (B) Temporal scaling coefficient of muscle component 4 specifies activation all muscles included in the muscle
component according to their corresponding weighting coefficients shown in (A). (C) Temporal scaling coefficient of the NI component that best matched with
grasp-related muscle component 4 shown in (A,B). (D,E) and (H,I) Show weighting coefficients and temporal scaling coefficients of muscle components in
whole-hand task in monkey B. (F,G) and (J,K) Temporal scaling coefficient of best-matching NI and RNm neuronal components in the whole-hand task in monkey B.
Format as in Figure 3.
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meaningful control information (Brochier et al., 2004). Muscle
component 4 and 5 were characterized by strong contribution of
EPL (Figure 6D) or APL (Figure 6H) and small contributions
from many other forelimb muscles. Muscle components 4 and
5 accounted for relatively small amounts of variance in EMGs
(9.6 and 5.8% for components 4 and 5, respectively). The best-
matching NI component to muscle component 4 (Figure 6F)
was moderately correlated (r = 0.44) and accounted for 7.8%
of the variance in the ensemble discharges of the 48 NI
neurons in monkey B. The best matching RNm component
to muscle component 4 (Figure 6G) was strongly correlated
(r = 0.66) and accounted for 17.4% of the variance in the
ensemble discharges of the 34 RNm neurons in monkey B.
The best matching neuronal correlates to muscle component
5 showed strong correlations (NI, Figure 6J, r = 0.69; RNm,
Figure 6K, r = 0.65), and accounted for 7.2 and 17.4% of
the variance in the ensemble discharges of the 48 NI and
34 RNm neurons in monkey B, respectively. Thus, NI and
RNm neuronal correlates were identified even for higher-ordered
muscle components, which explained relatively small amounts of
variance in EMGs.

In summary, a considerable amount of variance in the
ensemble discharges within both the NI and RNm populations
sampled is directed toward both transport/preshape-related
and grasp-related aspects of reach-to-grasp movements in
both animals during performance of both tasks. The results
of cross-correlating NI and RNm neuronal components and
muscle components support the view that the ensemble
discharges of populations of NI and RNm neurons are part
of the neural substrate underlying coordinated reach-to-grasp
behaviors.

Temporal Coupling between
Transport/Preshape- and Grasp-Related
Neuronal and Muscle Components
Geed and Van Kan (2016) recently demonstrated that
transport/preshape- and grasp-related muscle components
are spatiotemporally coupled such that peak activation
of the transport/preshape-related component is precisely
synchronized in time with the peak slope of activation of
its corresponding grasp-related component. Figures 7A,B
(precision task) and Figures 7G,H (whole-hand task) illustrate
the temporal synchrony between transport/preshape-related
muscle component 1 (Figures 7A,G, black) and grasp-
related muscle component 3 (Figures 7B,H) in monkey
B. Records of the slope of activation amplitudes of grasp-
related muscle components as a function of time were
calculated (Methods) and are overplotted (Figures 7A,G,
green) on activation amplitudes of the corresponding
transport/preshape-related muscle component (Figures 7A,G,
black). Analogous to the invariant temporal coupling
between transport/preshape- and corresponding grasp-
related muscle components, Figures 7C,D (precision
task) and Figures 7I,J (whole-hand task) show similar
spatiotemporal coupling between NI neuronal correlates

of transport/preshape-related and corresponding grasp-
related muscle components. Figures 7E,F (precision
task) and Figures 7K,L (whole-hand task) show similar
spatiotemporal coupling between RNm neuronal correlates of
transport/preshape-related and corresponding grasp-related
muscle components.

Table 3 summarizes the times of peak amplitude of
transport/preshape-related components and the times of
peak slope of activation of the corresponding grasp-related
components in NI, RNm, and muscle domains for precision
and whole-hand tasks in both monkeys. Consistent with our
hypothesis, the neuronal correlates of transport/preshape- and
grasp-related muscle components are temporally coupled such
that times of peak activation of transport/preshape-related
NI and RNm neuronal correlates are precisely synchronized
with times of peak slope of activation of the corresponding
grasp-related NI and RNm neural correlates. A paired-samples
t-test showed no significant difference [t(11) = −0.64, p = 0.54]
between the times of peak activation of the transport/preshape-
related components and the times of peak slope of activation of
the corresponding grasp-related components in NI, RNm, and
muscle domains.

In summary, the results presented in this section provide
evidence for invariant spatiotemporal coupling between NI and
RNm neuronal correlates of transport/preshape- and grasp-
related muscle components that is qualitatively and quantitatively
similar to the invariant spatiotemporal coupling observed
between corresponding muscle components.

DISCUSSION

Our results demonstrate that neuronal components, extracted
from the ensemble of single-unit discharges of populations of NI
and RNm neurons recorded while monkeys performed reach-
to-grasp tasks, are strongly, consistently, and systematically
correlated with transport/preshape- and grasp-related muscle
components. Importantly, as was found for transport/preshape-
and grasp-related muscle components (Geed and Van Kan,
2016), both NI and RNm neuronal correlates show invariant
spatiotemporal coupling, suggesting that during reach-to-grasp
movements, ensembles of neurons within NI and RNm
distribute their variances along the functional dimensions of
transport/preshape or grasp such that the timing of activation
of transport/preshape is invariantly coupled with the timing
of activation of grasp. These results add mechanistic insight
to data from clinical and lesion studies that have reported
decoupling between reach and grasp following cerebellar
lesions. Overall, the results provide strong support for the
hypothesis that interposito-rubrospinal (NI-RNm) circuitry
underlies spatiotemporal coordination of complex reach-to-
grasp behaviors.

Similar Units of Behavior Are Expressed
in Neural and Muscle Signals
Our result of finding similar functional units of behavior at
three successive levels (NI, RNm, and EMGs) of information
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FIGURE 7 | Temporal coupling between transport/preshape- and grasp-related muscle and neuronal components. (A,C,E) and (G,I,K) show temporal
scaling coefficients of transport/preshape-related muscle (black), NI (blue), and RNm (red) components in monkey B during precision (A,C,E) and whole-hand (G,I,K)
tasks. (B,D,F) and (H,J,L) show temporal scaling coefficients of the grasp-related components that correspond to the transport/preshape-related components
shown in (A,C,E) and (G,I K) respectively. Slope of grasp-related components (green) is overplotted on the temporal scaling coefficient of the corresponding
transport/preshape-related components to highlight synchronicity between peak activation of transport/preshape-related components and peak slope of
corresponding grasp-related components. For example, (C,D) illustrate temporal coupling between transport/preshape- and grasp-related NI neuronal components
in monkey B during performance of the precision task. Temporal scaling coefficients of the transport/preshape- and the corresponding grasp-related component are
plotted (blue) in (C,D), respectively. The slope of the grasp-related component was calculated (see Materials and Methods) and is overplotted (green) on the temporal
scaling coefficients of the preshape/transport-related component in C.

processing in the NI-RNm circuitry supports the view that
intermediate cerebellar output engages synergistic groups of
neurons and muscles to coordinate reach-to-grasp movements.
The neuronal components we identified provide a weighting of

each neuron’s contribution to the ensemble average based on the
neuron’s correlation pattern with all other neurons in the dataset.
Each neuron contributes portions of its variance to each of the
neuronal components in a neuron-specific, weighted fashion,
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TABLE 3 | Temporal coupling between transport/preshape- and
grasp-related NI, RNm, and muscle components.

Whole-hand Precision

Ttransport Tgrasp Ttransport Tgrasp

Monkey W

NI 0.29 0.28 0.31 0.32

RNm 0.31 0.32 0.25 0.27

Muscle 0.29 0.28 0.28 0.29

Monkey B

NI 0.39 0.39 0.40 0.40

RNm 0.38 0.35 0.38 0.39

Muscle 0.44 0.44 0.39 0.42

Values represent normalized time (0–1). Ttransport, time of peak activation of
transport/preshape-related component. Tgrasp, time of peak slope of activation of
corresponding grasp-related component.

and linear combinations of these neural weights, scaled by the
neuronal component’s temporal scaling coefficients, account for
a large proportion of the variance in the ensemble discharges
of the neuronal population. Neuronal components thus distill
motor control information distributed across a population of
neurons into limited numbers of discrete motor command
signals.

The EFA-based neuronal components we identified are
comparable with previous reports on information processing in
M1 and RNm. For instance, Miller et al. (1993) proposed that
groups of mutually correlated RNm neurons may contribute
control signals in muscle space that are summed in the spinal
cord, in line with the neuronal component framework where
linear combinations of a few neuronal components may specify
the activation parameters of synergistic groups of muscles. M1
and RNm neurons have been shown to process information in
muscle-based “functional linkage vectors (FLVs)” (Miller et al.,
1993; Holdefer and Miller, 2002). Krouchev and Drew (2013)
demonstrated that a limited number of sparse muscle synergies
explained substantial proportions of the variance in cat forelimb
EMGs, and they proposed, based on their previously recorded
data in cat motor cortex during the same behaviors (Drew, 1993;
Drew et al., 1996, 2008), that multiple populations of pyramidal
tract neurons (PTNs) may be involved in regulating each of the
specific sparse muscle synergies.

Neuronal components, FLVs, and sparse synergies share the
conceptual premise that populations of neurons contribute to
activity of functionally-related muscle groups; however, the
different algorithms underlying cluster and factor analyses result
in small differences. FLVs involve correlated activity between
individual neurons and groups of muscles, which are then
clustered to identify the sub-populations of neurons that share
relatively similar correlation patterns with groups of muscles. In
contrast, EFA-based neuronal components provide a weighting of
each neuron’s contribution to the population average according
to its pattern of correlation with all other neurons in the
sample. Our approach of identifying a neural basis of muscle
components thus adopts a relatively direct population-based
view of interrelationships within the neuronal ensemble in

order to identify how groups of neurons may specify activation
parameters to control groups of muscles as synergistic units.
Further, clustering of FLVs leads to a model in which each
neuron contributes exclusively to a given muscle “synergy”
because clustering algorithms group variables (neurons) so that
the variance within a cluster is minimized while the variance
between clusters is maximized. In our EFA-based approach, each
neuron contributes portions of its variance toward each of the
components in the model in a weighted fashion. The same
set of neurons may thus apportion their variances differently
across each of the components to give rise to a flexible and
diverse range of motor behaviors. This mechanism is consistent
with recent findings from ICMS-evoked cortical “synergies”
where each unit (neuron) appeared to also encode synergies
other than the “most evoked synergy” (Overduin et al., 2014,
2015).

Our finding of limited numbers of neuronal components
underlying the ensemble activity of forelimb NI and RNm
neurons is significant because it demonstrates for the first time
that NI-RNm circuitry may specify motor commands in the
same low-dimensional space as found for muscle components
underlying naturally-occurring reach-to-grasp behaviors in
monkeys. In particular, finding neuronal correlates of higher-
order muscle components (shown in Figure 6) indicates that
similar functional units of reach-to-grasp behaviors are isolated
from ensemble discharges of neurons and EMGs even if the
muscle components account for relatively small amounts of
variance in the EMGs. Thus, higher-order components of reach-
to-grasp muscle activity may transmit meaningful information
with respect to behavior, which is consistent with the findings of
Brochier et al. (2004) that higher-order muscle components were
able to discriminate between grasp types in their reach-to-grasp
task. Evidence consistent with our findings has also come from
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) (Gentner and Classen,
2006) and intracortical microstimulation (ICMS) (Overduin
et al., 2012, 2014, 2015) of various motor cortical sites in
human and non-human primates, respectively. TMS- or ICMS-
evoked digit movements demonstrate similar muscle synergies
as identified during naturally-occurring digit movements, such
as grasping either imagined (Gentner and Classen, 2006) or
differently shaped objects (Overduin et al., 2012). Whereas
the TMS- or ICMS-based studies support the hypothesis of
building blocks underlying voluntary motor control in the
motor cortex, our framework of neuronal components in NI-
RNm circuitry supports and expands previous findings by
proposing a mechanism and additional substrates by which
neuromotor circuitry may organize functional building blocks of
behavior.

Cerebello-Rubrospinal Circuitry and
Spatiotemporal Coupling of Reach and
Grasp
Transport/preshape- and grasp-related muscle components
show invariant temporal coupling with each other such
that the time at which the temporal scaling coefficient of
a given transport/preshape-related muscle component attains
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peak activity during transport coincides exactly with the
time of peak slope of activation of the corresponding grasp-
related muscle component (Geed and Van Kan, 2016). This
relationship was preserved in monkeys preforming reach-
to-grasp movements irrespective of the type of grasp or
target location in the workspace, indicating that the temporal
coupling may reflect a central mechanism to coordinate
transport/preshape-related muscle activity with grasp-related
muscle activity. The findings in the present study support
and extend this hypothesis. NI and RNm neuronal correlates
of transport/preshape- and grasp-related muscle components
were temporally coupled such that the times of peak activation
of transport/preshape-related neuronal correlates coincided
with the times of peak slope of activation of corresponding
grasp-related neuronal correlates. The invariant spatiotemporal
coupling was not a function of the orthogonal relationship
between components as a result of the varimax rotation
in our factor analysis algorithm because non-orthogonal
rotation of extracted factors (promax rotation) yielded similar
temporal scaling coefficients and coupling, suggesting that the
spatiotemporal coupling did not depend on specific rotation of
extracted factors.

Muscle components reflect synchronous activation of
functionally-related groups of muscles as synergistic units.
Muscles included in a given component are activated in precise
ratios with respect to each other as defined by the component
weighting coefficients wi. The temporal scaling coefficients
specify the activation amplitude of a muscle component
throughout the movement. Thus, a muscle component gives
rise to precise spatiotemporal coupling between muscles
included in the component. Temporal coupling between muscle
components thus enforces a higher-level of structure on how
combinations of muscles included in the respective components
are activated. Temporal coupling between activation waveform
of transport, and slope of activation waveform of grasp,
implies that neuromotor circuitry activates transport/preshape-
related muscle components in direct relation to corresponding
grasp-related muscle components.

Significantly, strong to moderate correlation between
neuronal and muscle components suggests that populations of
NI and RNm neurons process information about synergistic
groups of forelimb muscles. This view is supported by findings
that mossy fiber inputs to intermediate cerebellum show high
joint specificity (Van Kan et al., 1993a,b) whereas even at
the hierarchical level of single NI neurons, which represents
the sole output of intermediate cerebellum, information
processing pertains to combinations of multiple forelimb joints
(Van Kan et al., 1993b). The transformation of highly joint-
specific cerebellar afferent input through mossy fibers into broad
whole-limb based neuromotor information in cerebellar output
through NI is consistent with our results that the ensemble
output from NI reflects control signals for coordinating groups
of transport/preshape- and grasp-related muscles synergistically.

Further, NI projects to two extra-cerebellar targets: indirectly,
via ventrolateral (VL) thalamus, to primary motor cortex (Rispal-
Padel and Latreille, 1974; Jorntell and Ekerot, 1999) and directly
to contralateral RNm neurons (Flumerfelt et al., 1973; Asanuma

et al., 1983a,b). RNm neurons give rise to descending projections
which, via the rubrospinal tract (Shinoda et al., 1977; Shinoda
et al., 1982; Holstege et al., 1988; Shinoda et al., 1988; Pong
et al., 2002), target interneurons and motoneurons of forelimb
muscles (McCurdy et al., 1987; Holstege et al., 1988; Ralston et al.,
1988). Converging evidence from behavioral neurophysiology
in NI and RNm (Van Kan et al., 1994; Gibson et al., 1996;
Van Kan and McCurdy, 2001, 2002a,b), lesion studies in
NI (Mason et al., 1998; Cooper et al., 2000; Martin et al.,
2000; Johnson et al., 2001), and clinical data from patients
with cerebellar lesions (Bastian and Thach, 1995; Bastian,
1997, 2002; Bastian et al., 2000; Zackowski et al., 2002;
Morton and Bastian, 2004, 2007) support the view that NI-
RNm circuitry plays an important role in the coordination
of proximal and distal forelimb muscles during whole-
limb multi-joint movements. Thus, physiologically, NI-RNm
circuitry is well placed to specify coordination between
synergistic groups of proximal and distal forelimb muscles,
consistent with the invariant spatiotemporal coupling identified
between the functional domains of transport/preshape and
grasp.

CONCLUSION

The results provide evidence for the hypothesis that ensemble
discharges of forelimb neurons in NI and RNm function as
neuronal correlates of synergistic, functionally-related groups of
proximal and distal forelimb muscles in monkeys performing
natural reach-to-grasp movements. The NI and RNm neuronal
correlates of transport/preshape- and grasp-related muscle
components show precise and invariant spatiotemporal coupling,
which is essential for coordinated activation of forelimb muscles
during reach-to-grasp behaviors.
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